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Super adventure club based on

This group of rugged explorers has traveled the world for decades, longing to conquer the world's thickest jungles, the tallest mountains and the coldest tundras... and then be the first to molest the native children who lived there. All members are brainwashed into believing that molesting native children is the key to immortality, and club members - led by William Connelly - travel the world to fulfill that belief.
The club was founded by William P. Phineas almost two centuries earlier, who lived forever... until he was hit by the train. The secrets of the Super Adventure Club were revealed by the boys after they brainwashed Jerome Chef McElroy, eventually leading to his death, although his body disappeared several times. Not to be confused with Adventure Club, which does the same, except with much less child
molestation. Memorable quotes I'm afraid I'm going to have to... please leave. - William Connelly (The Return of Chef) Featured Episodes The Return of Chef (s10e01) Behind the scenes their relationship with Chef and minor elements of their backstory is based on the Church of Scientology and their relationship with Isaac Hayes, the chef's vocal actor. The first episode of the tenth season of the South
ParkThe Return of ChefSouth Park episode, after being resurrected as Darth ChefEpisode No. Season 10Episode 1Directed byTrey ParkerWritten byTrey ParkerOriginal date air22, 2006Guest appearance (s) Peter Serefinowicz as Darth Chef [1] Episode timeline ← previous Bloody Mary Next → Smug Alert! South Park (season 10)The south park the Return of Chef episodes is the first episode of the
tenth season of the American animated series South Park. The 140th episode of the series as a whole was first aired on Comedy Central in the United States on March 22, 2006. [2] The episode was the first after the departure of actor Isaac Hayes, who expressed his character Chef. Hayes, a Scientologist, left after a search with the creators because of their treatment of Scientology in the episode of the
previous season Caught in the closet. [3] Scientology has been accused of using brainwashing techniques, and the episode depicts Chef as brainwashed. [4] In a press statement, Hayes was quoted as saying: There is a place in this world for satire, but there is a time when satire ends and intolerance and bigotry towards the religious beliefs of others begins. While the statement did not directly mention
Scientology, South Park co-creator Matt Stone responded that the hayes complaints came from the criticism of the show of Scientology and that he has no problem - and he has taken a lot of checks - with our show making fun of Christians, Muslims, Mormons, or Jews. Stone adds: [We] never heard a sound from Isaac in any way until we did Scientology. He wants a different standard for other religions his,
and for me, that is where intolerance and bigotry begin. [6] [7] The chef's dialogue in the episode is edited from records of Hayes. [8] Plot After leaving South Park to join Super Adventure Club, Chef returns and the boys quickly notice that he behaves strangely while expressing a desire to have sex with them. They go to the super adventure club headquarters and discover that the group is made up of
explorers who travel around the world, molesting children. When the leader of the explorers, William P. Connelly, unsuccessfully tries to hypnotize the boys, they realize that the club has brainwashed Chef. In an attempt to bring Chef back to his former person, the boys take him to a strip club. Chef returns to his old self, but Super Adventure Club members show up, and kidnap him. The boys follow them to
headquarters and rescue Chef. As he leaves, Connelly reminds Chef of joining the Super Adventure Club in the first place, telling him that his life will be great and eternal if he stays with them. Although the boys ask him not to, Chef turns to the club. However, the bridge that Chef crosses suddenly becomes struck by lightning and collapses, causing him to fall at his apparent death. As a funeral for Chef is
being held back in South Park, Super Adventure Club members revive The Chef as Darth Chef, now fully embracing the club's ethics. Co-creators of the production series Trey Parker and Matt Stone described the production of season ten as turbulent, especially more than other seasons, as it seemed that every episode they produced caused controversy and thus led to distractions. They specifically cited
the circumstances surrounding Isaac Hayes leaving the show as a catalyst for the extra attention the show began to receive. They decided to create the Return of the Chef as a way to take revenge on The Press Statement Hayes made about his departure. They thought Hayes and the show broke up on good terms and were somewhat angry about liberation, calling it ridiculous. Prior to this press release,
however, Parker and Stone worked on what would turn out to be Cartoon Wars Part I and Cartoon Wars Part II, with the intention of opening the season with those episodes. They encountered difficulties with the network and postponed these episodes until later in the season. Parker and Stone felt that if Hayes's statement had never been released, it would not have produced more episodes involving
Scientology. [9] Reception The show's initial broadcast attracted more than 3.5 million viewers, including 2.3 million between the ages of 17 and 49. [3] This popularity made the Comedy Central episode premiere of Jared Has Aides' highest-rated season in 2002, according to Comedy Central spokesman and Nielsen Media Research. [3] [11] The episode was also ranked fourth in video sales on iTunes.
[11] The Return Chef received a generally positive critical reception. ERIC Goldman of IGN reviewed the episode and gave it an overall rating of 8.0, noting the creation of a new dialogue for Chef Chef previous records of its character. [12] Goldman also noted that the eulogy for Chef probably says how Parker and Stone feel about Hayes. [12] Adam Finley reviewed the episode for TV Squad and
described the episode as one of the funniest and most memorable in the show. [13] The release of The Return of Chef, along with the other thirteen episodes of South Park's tenth season, was released on a three-disc DVD in the United States on August 21, 2007. The set includes short audio reviews by series co-creators Trey Parker and Matt Stone for each episode. [14] References ^ imdb (October 29,
2007). IMDB - Peter Serefitowicz. Sydney Morning Herald. 29 October 2007. ^ Barger, Al (March 24, 2006). TV Review: South Park Return of the Chef. blogcritics.org. Archived from the original on May 24, 2006. November 28, 2006. ^ a b c d 'South Park' Premiere Draws Big Audience. cbsnews.com 24 March 2006. Archived from the original on October 12, 2007. November 28, 2006. ^ Allesandra Stanley
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